


 Ulrika and Philippe Attar of design studio Atmosfär by Attar are behind the new initiative for Stockholm Creative Edition. They see it as an opportunity for Swedish brands to welcome visitors to their brand

universe.

STOCKHOLM CREATIVE EDITION

Among the many brands involved in the first
version of Stockholm Creative Edition launched
in September this year is Massproductions,
Lammhults, Atelier Sandemar, Tarkett, Gemla,
Reform Lab, Asplund and Fogia. The list of
brands involved will be updated continuously
online at stockholmcreativeedition.com
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The first Stockholm Creative Edition is opening on September 23
and is scheduled to run for a week. Behind the initiative is the
design agency Atmosfär by Attar, which sees the event as an
opportunity for Swedish brands to welcome visitors to their
showrooms and brand universe. Stockholm Creative Edition will
have its own hub in central Stockholm with curated exhibitions
from a number of hand picked creatives and brands, also pushing
handcraft and young talents. Many other exhibitions are planned
on locations around the city, and many brands open up their
showrooms staging both exhibitions and scheduled design talks.
The public is welcome to visit all activities and showrooms,
making it a welcomed opportunity to see, amongst others, inspiring
new spaces such as Ogeborgs The Workshop and Tarkett Atelje,
both with interiors by Note design studio. The latter will stage talks
during the week, focusing on circularity “for real”. 

“We want to invite people to a meeting place where knowledge and
inspiration can be shared. We have created an event we would like
to visit ourselves, and that we have missed in the city,” says the
initiators Ulrika and Philippe Attar.

https://www.theneweramagazine.com/?p=7133&tve=true&tcbf=b98fd8d201


Atelier Sandemar

Stockholm Creative Edition grew from an initial idea to action after
more than a year without cultural contexts and meeting places, as a
result of the global pandemic. Seen as a complement to the existing
fair, it is loosely modelled on the successful event 3 days of Design
in Copenhagen, but welcomes collaborations between all creative
fields including craft and food. Among the many brands involved in
the first version of Stockholm Creative Edition is Massproductions,
Lammhults, Atelier Sandemar, Tarkett, Gemla, Reform Lab, Asplund
and Fogia. The list of brands involved will be updated continuously
online at stockholmcreativeedition.com

 Reform Design Lab is participating in the new design week with a curated city centre exhibition.

http://stockholmcreativeedition.com/
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The New Era Magazine is a beautifully crafted print
publication focusing on Scandinavian interiors,
design, art and craft. Sign up for our newsletter for
updates. 
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